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NO ONE IS SAFE...A mysterious sniper is killing random New York City citizens at the same time

every day.Detective Joe Bannon and his partner Hannah Trimble follow the breadcrumb trail of

clues down repeated blind alleys. With citizens fearing to venture outside, the streets of Manhattan

have become nearly deserted.When the sniper begins escalating the profile of his targets, higher

level government agencies are pulled in. But the shooter always seems to be one step ahead of the

law and slips away whenever the authorities get close.As copycat killings begin spreading to other

cities across the U.S., the President hatches a dangerous plan to trap the killer. Can Joe and

Hannah catch the assassin before he executes the most closely guarded man in history?Catch the

excitement Ã¢â‚¬â€• read the reader reviews:"The best thriller I've read in the last 12 months."

Goodreads review"Gripping page turner." Justin Setliff"Nonstop scary thrill ride."  Customer"Couldn't

put it down." Richard Ross"The best of the best." Marilyn DeKam"McLeay: A star is born." Douglas

Winslow Cooper"A remarkable work." Gerry Rzeppa"You need to read this one." Jeff KirkThis is a

new release of an edition originally published by J.R. McLeay.
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Haven't quite finished reading this book, but so far I have no been able to stop, well except to write

this.The storyline trasitions from the alluring mind of the killer to switch to the inquiring mind of the

case detective. You begin to see and feel the development of each of the killer's victim scenarios as

they play out and later catch up with the detectives in a classic game of cat and mouse. I won't go

further as to not be a spoiler, but this book is very much worth reading if you like the crime

suspsense stories.

Disturbing Character StudyI found the main character to be a fascinating character study. What

makes someone take the lives of innocent people? The author weaves such a rich and complex

back story around the sniper that you begin to understand his motivation. I can see why America

has an epidemic of violent crime. I'm just surprised we haven't seen a situation like this play out

more often in real life. This should make an exciting and action-packed movie some day. Expect to

see more good things from this author.

A true dark crime thriller that takes off quickly. The thought of a killer so calculating in the real world

is terrifying.The many plot twists kept me engaged all the way through the story. Who was the

snipers next target was just as intriguing as how are they going to catch him. Almost a "Son of Sam'

on a new level.

I thoroughly enjoyed this. I don't read a ton so I don't have much to compare it to, but for me it kept

me engaged and not wanting to go to sleep until I read just one more chapter. :)

The creativity of the sniper made me want to keep reading to see how he would scope out his next

victim. Detective Bannon thought he was always one step behind but honestly I think he was right

on. The book kept me captivated to the point where I didn't want to put the book down.Absolutely

loved this book.

I read this book cover to cover in one sitting, and did not want to put it down, not even for one

second! The plot was believable and this is a must read to all book lovers!!!

A great book! Looking forward to more from this author. Lots of twists and turns, a hard book to put

down when you start reading.



The premise for this book immediately pulls you in: the idea of a skilled sniper taking out random

citizens in a major city at the same time of day. It makes you wonder why something like this hasn't

already happened. You can easily see how it would quickly create widespread panic and paranoia

among the general population and shut an entire city down in short order.The author has a very

engaging writing style with short chapters that keep you turning the pages. I also enjoyed the

chapters written in the first person, which gave a unique insight into the mind and thoughts of the

sniper. It wasn't hard to see how he developed his intense hatred and anger and why he felt the

need to lash out (not to condone the manner in which he did so).I was fascinated with the interesting

and creative technology that was employed on both sides of the law, both to escape the police

manhunt and the way in which the sniper got pulled in to an increasingly tense situation. This is a

very different kind of serial killer thriller and the second book from this author that I've read. I hope to

see more in different genres soon!
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